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Solentim technology 
transforming workfl ows
Reducing timelines while building assurance
For over a decade, Solentim technology has helped biotherapeutic businesses to accelerate cell line development 

workfl ows, develop assured processes, maximize effi ciency and deliver numerous successful INDs.

Halving the timeline

Genmab, the largest independent biotechnology

company in Europe.

Previous workfl ow: ClonePix

Assurance: two rounds of cloning plus statistical calculation

Validation timeframe: 1.5 years

Workfl ow time: 26 weeks

New Solentim workfl ow: VIPS and Cell Metric

Assurance: double-lock, image-based

Validation: 2-3 months for conversion

Workfl ow time: 10-13 weeks

Case Study

Introduction

Genmab is the largest independent biotechnology company 

in Europe. Founded in 1999, the company has ambitious 

goals – to transform cancer treatments with next-generation 

antibodies.

The company has two products, DARZALEX® and Arzerra®, 

on the market, with four others in the pipeline. Thanks 

to two innovative molecular scaffolds, HexaBody® and 

DuoBody®, Genmab is continuing to design new drugs.

A Need for Optimisation

The Cell Line Development (CLD) team at Genmab is 

responsible for making high-quality antibody candidates 

and proteins, which can be tested in animal models for pre-

clinical studies and during clinical trials in patients.

In 2017, the team decided to optimise their processes. 

“As a company, we’ve been moving far more projects into 

development very early and need a lot of stable cell lines,” 

explains Jolanda Gerritsen, Technology Expert and Manager 

of Cell Line Development at Genmab.

A Change in Approach: 

Choosing the Right Instruments

The CLD team looked for new equipment that could isolate 

single cells and provide evidence of clonality in one, single 

A simple solution 
which has slashed 
cell line development 
times at Genmab
From transfection to ambr15 

in only 10-13 weeks
The Cell Line Development team at Genmab with VIPS: From 
left to right: Jolanda Gerritsen, Regine van Mol and Dorothea 
Meersma.

cloning round. After review of all the options, they selected 

the VIPS™ with Cell Metric® CLD imager combination from 

Solentim. VIPS is a cell printer that dispenses a single cell in 

a 30 nanoliter droplet into the bottom of a dry well, of a 96 

well plate, and then takes multiple image slices through the 

droplet to confirm a single cell is present. Cell Metric CLD 

can then provide subsequent daily whole well imaging for a 

cassette holding up to 10 x 96-well cloning plates.

Single cell wells – guaranteed:

VIPS dispenses up to 16 (sixteen) droplets into each well 

ensuring seeding efficiencies of 80-85% (for a 96 WP) – see 

Figure 1.
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The Cell-Line Development (CLD) team at Genmab, a large international biotech company working on cutting-edge 

oncology drugs, decided at the end of 2017 that it wanted to speed up development of the company’s growing 

portfolio of antibody-based therapeutics. Thanks to Solentim’s easy-to-implement VIPSTM technology, they have 

already halved development times with minimal effort and disruption to staff and ongoing projects.

Figure 1.  Seeding efficiency for VIPS. Green wells = single cells; 
Red wells = >1 cell; Grey wells = 0 cells. A1 is a control well.
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Doubling outgrowth

Janssen R&D, the number one pharmaceutical

company in the world, based on 2020 revenues.

Previous workfl ow: ClonePix

Assurance: two rounds of cloning plus statistical calculation

Cell screening workfl ow: 10 weeks

Colony outgrowth: 18%

New Solentim workfl ow: VIPS

Assurance: double-lock, image-based

Cell screening workfl ow: 6 weeks

Colony outgrowth: 31%

ASSURANCE
DOUBLE LOCK

Case Study

Introduction

Biological drugs, such as monoclonal antibodies and 

vaccines, have taken off since the 1990s. With the global 

market growing by an estimated compound annual 

growth rate of 10%, biologics are predicted to make up an 

astounding 52% of the top 100 pharma sales by 20221.

Unlike traditional small molecule drugs, biologics are 

manufactured inside mammalian cells with an identical 

genetic makeup. To ensure product quality and consistency, 

and to meet regulatory requirements, the CLD group at 

Janssen R&D must prove that their cell cultures are a clonal 

cell line, i.e. derived from a single cell origin.

Cell Line Development at Janssen

For the past 10 years, the ClonePix™ technology was the 

cornerstone of the CLD group’s process. Taking 5 months to 

complete a project, the four-person team began by creating 

multiple transfection pools totalling around 80 million 

Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO) cells, of which 8 million were 

manually transferred to plates containing semi-solid media 

and screened (using fluorescence detection with Alexa 

Fluor™ 488 Protein-G conjugate) in the ClonePix to select 

the best 800-1200 antibodysecreting clones.

Doubling the 
Speed of Cell Line 
Development in a 
Large Pharmaceutical
Company

Tom Kelly and Angela Tuckowski from Janssen
with one of their VIPS instruments

After leaving the 800-1200 clones to divide for a couple of 

days, the team scaled the colonies to 96-deep-well plates. 

Protein A Octet® titers were obtained from the 96-deep well 

plates to select the best 48 parental clones to grow in shake 

flasks. Fed-batch shake flask Protein A Octet titers were 

obtained to choose the best 20 parentals to subclone and 

repeat the ClonePix screening, 96-deep-well, and fed-batch 

shake flask process a second time, before choosing 24 cell 

lines to test in the group’s ambr® 250 system (see Figure 1).
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For the past 10 years, the Cell Line Development (CLD) group at Janssen R&D (Spring House, PA) had used the same 

two-step process to develop the final cell cultures for manufacturing new biologic drugs. Thanks to Solentim’s VIPS™ 

technology, they’ve reduced that process to single step – halving development times while still satisfying the clonality 

requirements of the Medicines’ Regulators.

Figure 1 - Comparison of the old method using ClonePix and 
two rounds of sub-cloning versus the new VIPS approach with 
only one round of cloning.



Start-up to IND

Biotheus Inc., a start-up with successful IND fi ling.

Solentim workfl ow: VIPS

Comparison to limited dilution: three-fold

faster

Assurance: double-lock, image-based

Number of plates: 20

IND submission: successful

ASSURANCE
DOUBLE LOCK

Half the time a fraction of the plastic

Celonic AG, a contract development and manufacturing 

organization (CDMO) specializing in biologics manufacturing 

from mammalian cell lines.

Previous workfl ow: limited dilution and FACS

Assurance: statistical

Workfl ow: 29 weeks

Number of plates: 500

Colony outgrowth: 28%

New Solentim workfl ow: addition of VIPS

Assurance: double-lock, image-based

Workfl ow: 17 weeks

Number of plates: 20

Colony outgrowth: 60%

Colony outgrowth: 31%

ASSURANCE
DOUBLE LOCK

Case Study

Introduction

Celonic AG is a premium biologics contract development 

and manufacturing organization (CDMO) specialized 

in mammalian cell line production. Founded in 1982, 

the company is split in two locations; their Basel site 

(Switzerland) which focuses on CLD and development 

activities and their Heidelberg site (Germany) which handles 

GMP production.

The need to optimise CLD workflow

The Cell Line Development (CLD) department at Celonic is 

routinely commissioned by the company’s customers from 

all over the world to generate stable cell lines producing a 

wide range of proteins, from classic mAbs to bispecifics and 

difficult-to-express fusion proteins.

Until early 2018, this process was slow, taking around 

29 weeks (from receipt of the sequence to fed-batch 

screening for lead clone selection) and involved up to 500 

96-well plates which was logistically challenging to handle 

for the CLD personnel. Substantially reducing these two 

parameters while maintaining process quality was a primary 

FACS bulk 
enrichment in 
combination with 
the VIPS and Cell 
Metric delivered 
significant savings 
for a CDMO

objective of the CLD department, closely coupled with 

ensuring improvement for their Master Cell Bank (MCB) 

proof of clonal origin.

Developing a shorter workflow with reduced FTE time

Generally speaking, in order to produce a clonallyderived 

cell line providing high productivity for a protein of interest, 

using random integration methods of cloning, at least 

a thousand clones are screened in order to have a high 

probability of finding the best producing clones.

Previously, the CLD department performed an enrichment 

step through a mini-pool process which, although effective, 

was both lengthy due to the limiting dilution steps for 

clonality assurance, and logistically difficult to handle as it 

involved hundreds of 96-well plates to cover the 1000-plus 

target clones.

In order to shorten their workflow, significantly increase 

the likelihood of isolating high producers, and decrease 

the FTE (Full-time Equivalent) workload, the team needed 

to be able to enrich cells to reduce the number of clones to 
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The Celonic CLD team with their VIPS instrument. From left to right: Laura 
Benoit, CLD Scientist; Sébastien Lalevée, CLD Team Manager; Camille Evenou, 
CLD Scientist; Benjamin Renner, CLD Scientist; Camille Mathieu, DSP Process 
Engineer.

In early 2018, the Cell Line Development (CLD) department at Celonic AG, a European-based CDMO specializing in 

biologics manufacturing from mammalian cell lines, decided to optimize their workflow by acquiring new technology 

geared towards shortening their time lines and lightening their workload. In addition, they were searching for a 

gentler fluidics system for single cell isolation as the shear stress from FACS was restricting recovery and outgrowth 

for certain cell lines. Implementation of the VIPS™ and Cell Metric® has allowed them to shorten their CLD workflow 

timeline by nearly 50% and to reduce the number of plates they have to handle by up to 25-fold.

Case Study

Introduction

Biotheus Inc. was granted an IND in March 2020 for its 

bispecific therapeutic asset, PM8001. Regulatory approval 

was attained with help from the Solentim VIPS™ system for 

single cell cloning and clonality reporting.

In this article, Dr Andy Tsun, Co-Founder and VP of 

Discovery Biology at Biotheus Inc, shares his company’s 

experience using the VIPS, including how it helped 

accelerate their cell line development process and crucially 

satisfy the regulatory requirements.

CLD workflow - the need for speed

Due to the competitiveness of the therapeutic antibody 

space in China, it is of utmost importance to discover and 

develop their lead assets with high quality and speed.

Successfully filing an 
IND using Solentim’s 
VIPS™ single cell
cloning system

Andy Tsun, PhD,
Co-Founder and VP of Discovery Biology, Biotheus Inc..

“The VIPS system allowed us to shave off a few months 

from our development timeline and select highly stable 

single clones for manufacturing purposes. VIPS is an 

integrated system that fits into a typical CHO cell line 

engineering and development process, from generating cell 

pools or mini pools to single cell sorting and imaging to test 

for clonality” explained Dr Tsun.

“This optimizes the number of single clones that enter the 

ranking process and increases the efficiency of selecting 

clones that could meet our scale-up and manufacturing 

criteria.

“As a small biotech start-up with multiple discovery 

campaigns, we try to streamline and accelerate our pipeline 

development and push multiple lead candidates through to 

CHO pool generation and cell line selection. That’s why we 
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“The VIPSTM system and software has helped our company to deliver a high-quality data-package that meets global 

regulatory standards. As a start-up we often wear multiple hats. The ease of use and reliability of the VIPS freed up 

valuable time and resources to help with platform development and to support the discovery team for other R&D 

activities. ”



Micro-droplet workfl ow assurance

FUJIFILM DIOSYNTH, a CDMO using Cell Metric with 

Sphere Fluidics platform.

Provides visual evidence of monoclonality from different 

instruments at varying time points.

ASSURANCE
DOUBLE LOCK

Assurance of Monoclonality of Recombinant CHO Cell Lines 
Using High-Resolution Imaging

©FUJIFILM Diosynth Biotechnologies UK Ltd. Belasis Avenue, Billingham, UK, TS23 1LH

Rachel Richer, Alison Young, Fay Saunders
Mammalian Cell Culture R&D, FUJIFILM Diosynth Biotechnologies, UK

www.fujifilmdiosynth.com

7. REFERENCES

1. INTRODUCTION
It is a regulatory requirement that a production cell line used for the manufacture of
biotherapeutics should be derived from a single cell progenitor. It is therefore standard
procedure to include at least one cloning step during the development of a recombinant cell
line. Numerous techniques are available for single cell cloning, but regardless of the method
used there should be appropriate evidence to support that the method is fit for purpose.
FUJIFILM Diosynth Biotechnologies (FDB) employ a two-step cloning strategy which combines
the ClonePix™ as a cloning and screening tool followed by a second cloning step using the
industrially accepted method of limiting dilution cloning (LDC). This paper describes the
establishment of an imaging method using the Solentim Cell MetricTM to strengthen the LDC

1 - Coller & Coller, 1983. Hybridoma. 2(1): 91-96. 
2 - Kennett, 2014. Conference presentation 18th Symposium on the Interface of Regulatory and Analytical Sciences for Biotechnology Health Products. 
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6. INTEGRATION OF HIGH RESOLUTION CELL IMAGING INTO THE APOLLOTM CLONING STRATEGY

3. EFFECT OF WELL VOLUME AND COMPARISON OF EDGE EFFECTS BETWEEN 
MICROPLATE TYPES

stage of our current cloning approach by providing evidence of the single cell stage of cell line 
development (CLD). The Solentim Cell MetricTM uses high-resolution brightfield imaging to 
generate clear images across the whole well, and automatic focusing to correct for any plastic 
distortion across the plate or individual well.
This paper focuses on the main areas of investigation performed at FDB to integrate the Solentim 
Cell MetricTM into our CLD workflow; including the assessment of the suitability of a range of 96 
and 384 well microplates and animal component free (ACF)  medium types. The work carried out 
here identifies an optimum plate type and ACF cloning medium for cell growth and optical clarity. 
An imaging time point after cell seeding on day 0 was identified after which all cells could be 
visualised on the well surface. 

4. ASSESSMENT OF THE FIRST IMAGING TIME POINT 
AFTER CELL DEPOSITION

Figure 3: First time-point after seeding at which cells could be 
visualised using the Solentim Cell MetricTM CLD 

In order to demonstrate that a colony has been derived from a single cell,
it is essential that all cells deposited into a well can be imaged. The time
required for cells to be deposited into the focal plane of the imager after
seeding was assessed.
Cells were seeded into 96-well microplates and imaged on the Cell Metric
at intervals up to 5 hours. Images from the 5 hour time point were
analysed and 208 wells containing single cells were identified.
Subsequently, previous images were analysed to identify the first time
point at which a single cell could be visualised.
The results in Figure 3 show that the majority of cells can be identified
after 1 hour, and all cells can be identified within 3.5 hours. Therefore a
first imaging time of 3.5 hours post multi-well plate seeding was identified.

It is a regulatory requirement that an image of the whole well must be captured2. The well volume and plate
type used have an effect on the illumination at the edge of the well, and cells can sometimes appear to have
a “shadow” when located near the edge of the well. This effect impedes the identification of single cells at
the edges of the wells. A range of working volumes were assessed and it was found that a 150 µL well
volume was optimal to reduce this shadowing effect. This volume was then used to compare images from
NuncTM and Corning 96-well microplates. An example image is shown in Figure 2, the images of the cells at
the well edges of the NuncTM plates show less shadowing compared to the Corning plates. In addition, the
NuncTM plates also show a more defined well wall. Therefore the NuncTM 96-well microplates showed less
edge effects compared to the Corning 96-well microplates.

Corning 96-well microplate NuncTM 96-well microplate

Figure 2: Comparison of images at well edges in NuncTM and Corning 96-well microplates at a 
150 µL well volume using the Solentim Cell MetricTM CLD 

5. EVALUATION OF COLONY OUTGROWTH IN MICROPLATE AND ACF MEDIUM TYPES 

2. OPTICAL CLARITY EVALUATION OF MICROPLATE TYPES

5. EVALUATION OF COLONY OUTGROWTH IN MICROPLATE AND ACF MEDIUM TYPES 

2. OPTICAL CLARITY EVALUATION OF MICROPLATE TYPES

Colony outgrowth was assessed in microplates showing
good optical clarity to confirm the suitability of these
microplates in the FDB LDC method. These data are
shown in Figure 5. No significant differences in cell
growth were observed between the microplate types.
Therefore the preferred plate type (NuncTM non-treated
96-well) was selected based upon optical clarity and the
minimisation of edge effects.

Figure 5: Evaluation of cell growth in a range of
microplates and media types

The work described above has identified NuncTM non-treated 96-well plates as our preferred microplate type for single cell imaging during LDC using the Solentim Cell MetricTM CLD. This was based 
on colony outgrowth, optical clarity and reduction of edge effects. An optimum well volume to reduce well edge effects and ACF medium type were identified. The time required for cells to be 
deposited into the focal plane of the imager after seeding was determined as 3.5 hours.
FDB is aware of increased interest from regulatory bodies regarding the method of cloning used and P(monoclonality) achieved during CLD. At FDB careful consideration and extensive work have 
been undertaken to develop the ApolloTM cloning strategy. This strategy ensures the highest quality of the cell lines with respect to monoclonality is reached. FDB employ a two-step cloning strategy 
which combines the ClonePix™ as a cloning and screening tool followed by a second cloning step using the industrially accepted method of LDC. The cloning strategy has been designed using 
cloning methods which have robust experimental and statistical evidence to support their use for generating cell lines with a high P(monoclonality). The approaches described here have assisted 
towards establishing an imaging method using the Solentim Cell MetricTM CLD which further strengthens the LDC stage of the current ApolloTM cloning strategy by providing evidence of the single 
cell stage of a colony.

Figure 6: Image of medium 2 without filtration (A) 
and with filtration (B)

A B

Figure 1: Evaluation of optical clarity of microplates using the Solentim Cell MetricTM CLD 

Shadowing 
effect

A range of microwell plates were assessed for optical clarity. Empty microwell
plates were screened using the Cell Metric using the highest sensitivity scan
setting and the instrument software was used to detect debris or imperfections in
the microplates. The results from the analysis are shown in Figure 1.
Proportionally, the 384-well microplates showed higher numbers of imperfections
in more wells than the 96-well microplates, making them unsuitable for use in a
single cell imaging method. Of the microplates assessed, 5 showed the highest
proportion of wells containing low numbers of imperfections and were evaluated
for their suitability further (Corning tissue-culture treated, Corning CellBINDTM,
NuncTM non-treated, NuncTM DeltaTM and NuncTM SpheraTM 96-well microplates).

Imaging identified particles in the ACF medium
which prevented identification of single cells.
Filtration of the medium removed the particles
(Figure 6), but it was unknown if removal would
impact on cloning efficiency. Therefore it was
necessary to evaluate cell growth in filtered and
unfiltered ACF medium. Two ACF medium types
were evaluated with and without filtration. Higher
colony numbers were observed from cells grown in
Medium 2 compared with Medium 1, and single
cell cloning performance was maintained when this
medium was filtered (Figure 5).

“VIPS and Cell

Metric enables us to

provide faster and

better services to our

customers.”

Shanghai OPM

Biosciences Co. Ltd.

“The Cell Metric clonality reports are a

critical component of our CLD workfl ows.

Following cell line development custom service

projects, we provide these reports directly to

our customers for use in their IND fi lings.”

MilliporeSigma

For a copy of our latest product 
brochures contact 
sales@solentim.com



The tools to build the

ultimate workfl ow
With innovative products including Leap-in Transposase®, VIPS™, Cell Metric®, ICON™, STUDIUS™ and the advanced Insti 

range of cell growth supplements, Solentim technologies are your building blocks for faster, more assured workfl ows. 

Whereas previously it took months with statistical probability-based reporting, it’s now weeks with solid, double-lock, 

image-based confi dence.

Solentim continues to invest in the future of cell line development and its expanding importance beyond therapeutic 

monoclonal antibodies into gene therapy and vaccine development workfl ows.

The trusted standard for clonal assurance

S I N G L E C E L LHigh contrast imager for single cell identification 
and clonal outgrowth characterization

DAY 
0

Cell Metric®

The all-in-one benchtop instrument for the 
selection of leading clones.

The new measure of productivity

ICON™

Data Management Solution for Cell Line 
Development Projects

The new standard for cell line development

STUDIUS™

Accelerating workfl ows for single-cell cloning
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High effi ciency, single cell seeding with 
enhanced, image based regulatory assurance. 

VIPS™

Verifi ed In-Situ Plate Seeding
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About
Solentim

Solentim is the trusted global 

leader for solutions to create, 

isolate and characterize the 

highest value cells for the 

development of new biological 

medicines and therapies.

Our portfolio of proven and 

innovative technologies, 

combined with our unparalleled 

experience, ensures our 

customers achieve accelerated 

Master Cell Bank development 

and are confi dently prepared for 

regulatory review.
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